
Party Shuttles Sydney

Address 4 Dartbrook Road, Auburn NSW 2144

Contact Person Party Shuttles Sydney

Mobile Number
Email partyshuttlessydney@gmail.com

Regardless of the event, Party Shuttles Sydney bus will get you there in style!

Hire our fabulous party bus for any of the occasions, be it for bucks’ party, school bus hire sydney,
transportation for the wedding guests, concerts or races,events and hens party bus in Sydney.

To give an elated feel and wonderful experience, our party buses are equipped with an explosive sound
system with subwoofer, aux cord, Bluetooth; party led lights, party laser, as well as, air-conditioned and
fitted with dark tinted windows for your comfort and privacy.

Enjoy your trip in style by playing your favourite music on the explosive sound system while the driver rides
you to your destination the fun way.

At Party Shuttles Sydney, our fleet of party buses is available for hire with the different passenger sitting
capacities:

11-13 Seater Party Bus
18 Seater Limo Style Party Bus
20-24 Seater Party Bus

Hire our party bus Sydney as per your precise requirements and make your occasion eventful, one that
you’ll cherish.
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Regardless of the event, Party Shuttles Sydney bus will get you there in style!

Hire our fabulous party bus for any of the occasions, be it for bucks’, school, party bus hirein Sydney,
transportation for the wedding guests, concerts or races, events and hens party bus in Sydney.

To give an elated feel and wonderful experience, our party buses are equipped with an explosive sound
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system with subwoofer, aux cord, Bluetooth; party led lights, party laser, as well as, air-conditioned and
fitted with dark tinted windows for your comfort and privacy.

Enjoy your trip in style by playing your favourite music on the explosive sound system while the driver rides
you to your destination the fun way.

At Party Shuttles Sydney, our fleet of party buses is available for hire with the different passenger sitting
capacities:

11-13 Seater Party Bus
18 Seater Limo Style Party Bus
20 Seater Bus Hire

Hire party bus in Sydney as per your precise requirements and make your occasion eventful, one that
you’ll cherish.

For more details, please visit https://au.ibizexpert.com/party-shuttles-sydney-auburn-21397
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